My object in this paper is to revive an old problem in the genetics of selective breeding and to show where nutritional physiology may perhaps be able to help towards a solution. The general problem is this. If you measure some character, e.g. growth rate, in two different environments, e.g., dietary regimen, is the genetic variation in the two environments caused by the same or by different genes? Do the genes that cause good growth in a good environment also cause good growth in a bad environment, or are different genes required? The answer is now clear:
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genetic correlation between growth on full and growth on restricted diets.
Estimated from the first four generations of the second experiment, the genetic correlation was 0.66, which means that ++% (i.e., 9) of the genetic variance is common to the characters, with 56% being particular to the specific environment. There have been some subsequent experiments by others which agree in showing that growth rates on different diets are to some extent under separate control; for example Korkman (1961) with mice; Park, Hansen, Chung & Chapman (1966) with rats; and Fowler & Ensminger (1960) with pigs.
I shall return to the genetic correlation with its physiological implications. First I must describe a puzzhg feature of the experiments, particularly the second one when we looked at what thirteen generations of selection had produced. When the genetic correlation is less than unity but greater than zero, one would expect a partial carry-over of the improvement made by selection from one diet to the other. Mice selected for growth on full diet, for example, should show some improvement of growth on restricted diet, but not as much improvement as in the mice selected on restricted diet. T o generalize, and I have no doubt that this is a valid generalization, if you want to improve animals for performance in a specific environment you should do the selection in that environment and not in some other. (Precise prediction of the amount of carry-over is rather technical, depending on the two heritabilities and intensities of selection as well as the genetic correlation.) What we found, however, did not agree with this general prediction. The line selected for growth on full diet was improved by about 40%~ growth on full diet having increased from about 13 to about 18 g. When contemporary mice of this line were reared on the restricted diet, however, their growth was not at all improved over that at the beginning, so there appeared to be no carry-over of the improvement from full to restricted diet. With the other line quite the reverse happended. Selection on restricted diet led to an improvement of about 30%, growth on restricted diet having increased from about I I to about 14 g.
When the mice of this line were reared on full diet their growth was fully as good as that of the line selected for growth on a full diet. There appeared to be complete carry-over of the improvement. These results do not make sense genetically. They are contradictory, since one line indicated a very low genetic correlation, and the other a very high one. (The value of 0.66 given earlier is based on the first four generations and is a sort of average taking account of the other factors involved, which need not be elaborated here.) Both of my experiments showed the same anomalous asymmetrical carry-over, but the other experiments cited earlier did not, or at least not nearly to the same degree. The genetical problem of my experiments is still unsolved. I do not think the asymmetrical carry-over can be accounted for in physiological terms because the inconsistency will not be removed by translation into another language. I now think that the most likely explanation is random genetic change due to the small number of parents used. This random genetic drift can cause quite large differences between different lines selected in exactly the same way (Falconer, 1973) . If the asymmetrical cany-over were a general phenomenon, and not accidental, it would be important for breeding https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1079/PNS19770008
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The idea of genetic correlation implies a distinction between three classes of gene contributing to the variation of growth between individuals. Genes of Class A, say, affect growth on full diet, but do not affect growth on restricted diet; they contribute to variation in the former environment but not in the latter. Class B do the opposite; they affect growth on restricted diet but not on full diet. Class C, the common component, affect growth on both diets. We would like to know what are the physiological attributes influenced by these three classes of gene. We have made a few simple comparisons between the two selected lines, which go a little way towards showing how the genes of Classes A and B differ in their effects. After the selection in the second experiment was stopped at generation 13 we measured individual food intake and growth of both lines on both diets, and we measured the carcass composition of both lines when grown on the full diet. For the measurement of food intake the mice, all males, were caged separately from 3 to 6 weeks of age. At intervals of 2 or 3 d the amount of food consumed was measured and also the amount wasted by scattering on the floor of the cage. The totals over the yweek period are given in Table I . When grown on the f u l l diet the two lines did not differ in weight gain, in food intake or in efficiency. They did, however, differ in the amount and proportion of food wasted. The line selected on full diet scattered nearly twice as much food on the floor of the cage as did the line selected on restricted diet. From other evidence it is probable that the major change in feeding habits was in the restricted-diet line, which the selection had made less prone to drop crumbs on the floor. When grown on restricted diet the two lines differed in gain, food intake and efficiency, and also in their wastage of food. T o take the food wastage first: the diet contained 507% of fibre in the form of ground oat husks. The restricted-diet line wasted 46% of the food removed from the container. Most of the waste could be Seen to be fibre which was presumably rejected deliberately. The full-diet line wasted 65%, so the mice must have rejected a good deal of the edible with the inedible. The difference between the two lines
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suggests strongly that the change in feeding habits in the restricteddiet line must have been a contributory cause of the increased growth on restricted diet. Perhaps their greater skill in feeding selectively reduced the time and effort needed to ingest a given amount of food and the reduced effort led to an increased intake and faster growth.
It is tempting to conclude that the higher efficiency of the restricted-diet line was a cause of its better growth on restricted diet, but I do not think this conclusion is justified, for two reasons. First, the efficiency was not higher on full diet. Second, and more important, efficiency was correlated with gain and all lines (including others not mentioned here) on both diets fitted more or less on the same regression line; when the two lines on restricted diet were adjusted by regression to an equal gain, they did not differ in efficiency.
The fatness of the two lines when reared on full diet was compared. First the abdominal fat was measured on several samples of mice from both experiments. All showed the restricteddiet line to have less fat than the fulldiet line. The abdominal fat as a percentage of body-weight was as follows. In the first experiment, males aged 6 weeks, fulldiet line 2.0%, restricted diet line 1.4%; in the second experiment, males aged 12 weeks, full-diet line 2.070, restricted diet line I .5%. Second, total fat was estimated by carcass analysis in some of the mice aged 12 weeks. The results are given in Table 2 . The restricteddiet line had less fat and more protein as indicated by water. The difference in percentage of fat was not significant but the difference in percentage water was ( P < O . O~) .
Thus a clear difference was that selection on the restricted diet produced mice that diverted less of their intake to fat. This allowed better growth because, presumably, of the higher energy content of fat than of protein. The reduced diversion to fat was not just a response to the restricted food intake because it remained when intake was not restricted. These comparisons of the lines unfortunately do not go far towards identifying the effects of the genes in the three classes. The asymmetrical carry-over only allows us to distinguish Class B from the others. The comparison of the two lines has identified two physiological effects of genes in Class B, i.e., of genes affecting growth on restricted diet but not on full diet. These are the more economical feeding habits and the reduced proportion of fat in the carcass.
